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Automated Expertise Retrieval: A Taxonomy-Based Survey
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Understanding people’s expertise is not a trivial task since it is time-consuming when manually executed.

Automated approaches have become a topic of research in recent years in various scientific fields, such as in-

formation retrieval, databases, and machine learning. This article carries out a survey on automated expertise

retrieval, i.e., finding data linked to a person that describes the person’s expertise, which allows tasks such

as profiling or finding people with a certain expertise. A faceted taxonomy is introduced that covers many of

the existing approaches and classifies them on the basis of features chosen from studying the state-of-the-art.

A list of open issues, with suggestions for future research topics, is introduced as well. It is hoped that our

taxonomy and review of related works on expertise retrieval will be useful when analyzing different propos-

als and will allow a better understanding of existing work and a systematic classification of future work on

the topic.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to Balog et al. [11], expertise is a loosely defined concept that is not easily formalized
or represented and usually referred to as “tacit knowledge,” i.e., the knowledge that people acquire
through experiences in their lives that is stored in their minds. People can use this kind of knowl-
edge to carry out tasks and solve problems, but it is difficult for them to express it in a detailed,
formalized, and complete way that allows other people to know about their expertise. Finding
ways to discover and automatically describe this type of knowledge is a valuable and challenging
research topic.

One way to perceive tacit knowledge is to analyze the expertise evidence that is associated with
a person. Expertise evidence includes any artifact from which information related to expertise can
be extracted [11]. There are many sources from which these artifacts can be obtained: authored
documents (articles, reports), electronic communications, and social networks, among others. The
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Fig. 1. The expertise retrieval process.

process of finding and extracting this kind of evidence and linking it to a certain expertise is called
expertise retrieval, which is briefly summarized in Figure 1. In general terms, there are three basic
stages:

(1) locating data sources for expertise evidence;
(2) extracting expertise evidence;
(3) making use of the evidence to formulate the person’s expertise.

There are two basic applications for expertise retrieval: expert finding and expert profiling [11].
Expert finding focuses on a given list of one or more topics of interest and seeks to find experts
related to these topics. Expert profiling is concerned with building expertise profiles, i.e., structured
descriptions of people’s expertise [9].

Automated approaches to retrieve expertise have become an interesting topic of research in re-
cent years for many computer science communities: these include information retrieval (methods
to extract expertise evidence and input from data, clustering, etc.) [19, 22, 27, 54, 56], databases
(indexation and data structures) [30, 48, 117, 140], and machine learning (language models and
topic models) [43, 66, 88, 92, 104, 107, 111, 136]. An automated expertise retrieval process basically
follows the procedure described in Figure 1.

Following previous work [11, 89] and for a better understanding of the state-of-the-art with
regard to automated expertise retrieval, we decided to conduct a survey on the topic, with the
following goals:

• to characterize the existing work on four key components—data sources, data extraction,
expertise representation and application, and provide a framework to enable their processes
to be understood;

• to create a faceted taxonomy, based on the previous four components and to classify existing
work (to the best of our knowledge, we are the first researchers to propose this kind of
taxonomy);

• to analyze existing works, compare approaches, and discuss their benefits and drawbacks;
• to identify and discuss several open research issues with regard to automated expertise

retrieval.

Compared to previous work [11, 89], our survey (i) introduces a faceted taxonomy (that can be
extended and improved), serving as a guide for researchers to classify existing work and compare
them, allowing, for example, selection of a subset of works to implement and compare for solving
a given task; (ii) reviews existing work published up to 2017; and (iii) discusses several new open
issues.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In Section 2, our proposed faceted tax-
onomy is introduced. Sections 3, 4, and 5 analyze the data source, data extraction, and expertise
representation components of existing works, respectively. There is a discussion on the current
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applications for automated expertise retrieval in Section 6 and in Section 7 a comparison is made
between the sampled work. This survey is concluded in Section 8, where there is an analysis of
open issues and suggestions for further research.

2 TAXONOMY

In this section, a faceted taxonomy is created to classify existing work based on four chosen fea-
tures. We start by introducing these features and later describe the taxonomy.

2.1 Overview

Expertise retrieval, as introduced earlier, follows three basic steps: (i) identify data sources from
which expertise information can be retrieved, (ii) extract expertise evidence, and (iii) elaborate
on a person’s expertise. The data sources from which expertise evidence is extracted vary signif-
icantly and are introduced in detail in Section 3. The kind of information searched in these data
sources includes title, keywords, abstracts, and text body from articles; text from documents stored
in knowledge-management systems; messages in social networks; relations between people and
what they have produced (citations, coauthoring network); and activities on the web (forums and
question-and-answer sites, where aspects such as the body of answers and best-answer tags are
considered), among others.

Once the data is localized, existing works apply many types of techniques to elaborate expertise
evidences based on the data, i.e., some standard representation of the extracted data, the purpose of
which is to provide information to allow executing expertise retrieval–related tasks. For example,
language models [101] and topic models [17] are built over the text from abstracts and body of
articles, documents, web pages, posts in SNS, and so on. Language models allow finding people
whose documents are directly related to a given query (set of words). Topic models represent
the probable expertise associated to a person through a summarized word-based representation
of the person’s production. Topic models can also be used to compare people, identifying those
with similar expertise. Other works use the relations extracted from SNS and from researchers’
production (such as coauthoring and citations) to locate those who stand out in a given topic
(based on how many people refer to the person and how many publications the individual has).
Section 5 introduces several examples of how existing works extract expertise information and
Section 6 describes the tasks where this information is used.

After several expertise retrieval–related studies had been analyzed and their key components
identified, we elected four key components to structure expertise retrieval processes:

• Source: This encompasses the data sources that can be used (and their linked features). We
also examine how accessible they are (public unrestricted, public restricted, and private).

• Extraction: This represents the data extraction techniques that are designed in accordance
with the inherent features of the data.

• Representation: This indicates the procedure used to produce knowledge about the ex-
pertise and employs extracted data; it can be regarded as the key stage in the process since
most of the existing works introduce innovations. Many kinds of techniques were identified,
such as language models, topic models, and graphs.

• Application: This is concerned with where the innovation is practiced; many studies have
more than one application. Examples include ranking experts on the basis of a certain de-
gree of expertise and profiling the expertise of professionals. Although introduced last, this
component influences all others: the application enables one to define (a) which kind of
data sources are needed, (b) the data to be extracted, and (c) what kind of knowledge is
desired.
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Table 1. Taxonomy Facets

Component Facets

Data source Format: unstructured, semi-structured, and structured
Accessibility: public unrestricted, public restricted, and private
View: plain text, communications, and dataset

Data extraction Expert composition: simple and complex
Preprocessing: none, word removal, and text transformation
Retrieval: focused and complete

Expertise

representation

Method: language model, term frequency, topic model, graph and
custom
Temporal support: none, time slices, and continuous
Semantic support: none, ontology, lexical database, encyclopedia
and knowledge database

Application Task: expert finding, expert ranking, expert profiling, expert
clustering, and expert recommendation

Following these components, we have created a taxonomy to classify the existing studies, which
is outlined in the next section. We have designed a multifaceted taxonomy since many works
cannot be classified by a single facet in every part of the taxonomy. The current studies are able to
use more than one data source, apply different data-extraction methods, and have more than one
application.

2.2 The Proposed Taxonomy

Our proposed faceted taxonomy is introduced in Table 1. This section briefly introduces its com-
ponents; there will be a more detailed discussion in the next sections.

The taxonomy starts with the data-source component that contains facets describing its fea-
tures: (i) format describes how their data is arranged, (ii) accessibility characterizes how accessible
the data is, and (iii) view indicates how the data can be viewed.

The next component, data extraction, defines how existing works extract data from the data
sources: (i) expert composition examines whether single or multiple semantic types of data are used
to build a person’s expertise; (ii) preprocessing is concerned with whether a given work executes
some procedure with the extracted data to prepare it for future processing; and (iii) retrieval exam-
ines whether the existing work has gathered all of the available data on the data sources related
to a person’s expertise or just a subset, based on an initial query.

Expertise representation defines how the knowledge about expertise is formulated by means
of the extracted data: (i) method defines the particular way the expertise is represented; (ii) temporal
support is concerned with whether time is included in the expertise analysis—a person’s expertise
can vary during one’s lifetime and, for example, outdated evidence of expertise may have to be
rejected; and (iii) semantic support is concerned with whether the work uses semantic tools in the
processes.

The last component in the proposed taxonomy, called application, contains facets related to the
application, which requires the expertise retrieval process. Currently, it has a single facet, called
task.

In the next sections, the components and their facets are analyzed in detail and some of the
current work in the field is introduced. Owing to constraints with regard to space, the reader
should refer to the original works for a more detailed description of their approaches.
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3 DATA SOURCE

The data source component comprises three facets: format, accessibility, and view. Each facet is
discussed in detail in this section.

3.1 Format

The format facet follows the well-known unstructured, semistructured, and structured classifica-
tions [1]. In this section, based on the surveyed studies, we exemplify expertise information sources
for each classification.

3.1.1 Unstructured. Unstructured data includes data sources for which the semantics associated
with the data is null or minimal. Account is taken here of any data source that does not impose
semantics on its data. These data sources might include e-mail messages [2, 44, 134], scientific
articles [69, 79, 116], wiki contents [110, 111], forums [95, 111], questionand-answer sites [29, 75],
social network posts [79, 90], web pages [35, 79, 111] and knowledge management systems (KMSs)
[135, 143].

When extracting data, unstructured data sources raise a number of challenges. If we find the
name of someone at a prestigious university, this data can be subject to several interpretations. Per-
haps this person works (or has worked) at this university or has coauthored a paper with someone
else from the university, or it could also be that the person studied there, or it may even just be a
citation of places where the individual would like to work or study.

Another common problem in unstructured data sources, but not limited to them, is, when faced
with a document authored by several people, how do we know which person is responsible for
which part? In the context of expertise retrieval, this problem is quite serious, since our objective
is to find evidence of expertise so that a person can be profiled. In an article by Zhan et al. [146], for
example, account is taken of the order of appearance of authors when assessing the significance
of the expertise required for profiling authors. However, this may not be enough since the order
of authorship does not always indicate to what extent a person is an expert in the subject of the
article.

3.1.2 Semistructured. In semistructured data sources, there is support in their formats for intro-
ducing semantics to the data. Currently, the two main examples of semistructured data are XML
and JSON documents.

In expertise retrieval, there are several cases where semistructured sources are used. For ex-
ample, bibliographic databases, such as DBLP [78] and CiteSeer [109], publish their contents as
XML files. DBLP and CiteSeer gather information from several sources and provide an integrated
overview and search mechanism for this kind of data. Another example is AMiner [124], an aca-
demic search engine and mining system, which exports its data through an API (JSON) as well as
semistructured text files.1 Stack Overflow also publishes its data as XML files.2 Semistructured data
sources include publisher libraries such as ACM3, IEEE4 and Springer Link.5 These allow some of
their data to be exported in semistructured formats such as BibteX.

Some studies combine semistructured and unstructured data sources. Li et al. [79] and Fang
et al. [43], for example, sought to retrieve expertise information through a person’s scientific
articles. The basic information about the articles—such as title, authorship, and keywords—was

1https://aminer.org/data.
2https://archive.org/details/stackexchange.
3http://dl.acm.org/.
4http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/home.jsp.
5http://link.springer.com/.
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retrieved from semistructured data sources. Unstructured data sources (the full text of the articles)
were then queried so that further information could be extracted about the related expertise.

3.1.3 Structured. Structured data sources include those where the data has a well-defined, sta-
ble, and rigid format. The main example in this category is the relational database model.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no published work that explicitly uses structured data
sources. This does not mean, however, that these data sources cannot be used for expertise retrieval
work. Relational databases, from institutions such as universities or research centers, can include
valuable information on a person’s academic output and activities [93]. Retrieving and using this
kind of data can greatly assist in designing an expertise profile.

3.2 Accessibility

The data sources used in current studies also vary in their level of accessibility. Accessibility refers
to the amount of data that is published and how easy it is to access. Three levels were defined in
our taxonomy: public unrestricted, public restricted, and private.

3.2.1 Public Unrestricted. These data sources provide an interface or a dump of their contents to
external systems free of charge, either directly or through a previously created account. Through
their interface, a computer agent can extract their data without restrictions. This is worth high-
lighting since there are cases where the data sources introduce limits to data extraction (such as
captchas or rate limits).

Public unrestricted sources are mostly unstructured and semistructured, of which web pages
are examples. In the context of expertise retrieval, there are personal home pages, project pages
and institutional pages. Mailing list archives are another example of this level of accessibility.
Data sources that are available in the Surface Web [14] are examples of public unrestricted data
sources as well and include, for instance, public wikis such as Wikipedia.6 Well-known examples of
public unrestricted semistructured data sources include DBLP, CiteSeerX and the Stack Exchange
network. DBLP publishes a dump of their data as a large XML file, which can be parsed and its
information extracted. CiteSeerX provides an OAI (Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting) [76] interface. The Stack Exchange network publishes its data as XML files through
the Internet Archive project.7

3.2.2 Public Restricted. These sources (common in the Deep Web), which provide access to their
information, entail one or more of the following:

• licensing costs;
• providing restricted interfaces to extract data;
• limiting the available data.

Restrictions in interfaces to extract data include the need for human intervention (such as
captchas) or limiting the volume of extracted data. Most publisher indices—such as ACM, IEEE,
Springer, and Elsevier—are included in this category. ACM, IEEE, and Springer provide an interface
to query and export the result (in BibTeX format) but are not computer friendly. Their policies, in
some cases, explicitly state that computer-based harvesting of data is forbidden.8 Other publish-
ers, such as Elsevier, provide APIs to access their records but limit the results per query instance.
These publishers restrict the available data as well—only subscribers can access the full text of the
articles indexed for them, while nonsubscribers may access only metadata.

6http://www.wikipedia.org.
7https://archive.org/details/stackexchange.
8http://librarians.acm.org/policies.
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The Lattes Platform9 standardizes the curriculum format for Brazilian researchers. It is a central
directory that allows researchers in Brazil to publish and update their profiles and include infor-
mation such as published articles, books, participation in events, theses, and supervised learning.
The curricula are accessible online through a search interface that requires providing a captcha
since there is no public computer-agent, viewer-friendly interface.

Another example of services that are classified as public restricted data sources is social net-
work systems (SNSs), such as Facebook, ResearchGate10 and LinkedIn.11 Facebook, for example,
provides an API (called Graphi API) to extract limited data about people in its network. LinkedIn
also provides an API to partners.12 Twitter13 provides an API, but it is limited, like Facebook.

Although public restricted data sources limit the amount of available information or the access
rate, they are used in some studies [25, 88, 115, 116] since they provide valuable information. Some
works combine public unrestricted and public restricted sources, using the former as a seed source
and the latter as the source to be crawled. Fang et al. [43], for example, use data from AMiner
together with Google Scholar14 crawled abstracts.

3.2.3 Private. Private data sources do not provide public access. These sources are accessible
only through internal networks in institutions/corporations. External users may not even know
about their existence. Examples can be cited such as private KMSs [143], private SNSs [111] and
micro-blogs [90]. Although not found in any of the studies reviewed, private wiki systems and
HU (Human Resources) systems could equally be a private source of expert information. Intranet
communications and e-mails [64, 151] are examples of possible data sources for expertise and are
classified as private data sources as well.

3.3 View

The third facet of the data-source component is how the data can be viewed. Three types of data
sources are proposed that can be classified as plain text, communications, and dataset.

Plain-text views are found in sources that are composed of unstructured documents and require
data extraction methods to retrieve their data. The web pages available on the web or intranets
(dynamic or static)—such as project pages, university pages, and personal pages—are examples of
plain text [7, 13, 35, 111, 128]. Collections of documents in a corporation or institution are examples
of plain-text data sources as well [45, 118, 143].

Communications views can be found in sources that represent message exchanging. This in-
cludes instant messaging [151], e-mails and mailing lists [6–8, 23, 39, 44, 117, 140, 152], web fo-
rums [7, 13, 111], and question-and-answer sites [15, 21, 29, 95]. SNSs [81, 90, 141, 142]—such as
Facebook, ResearchGate, LinkedIn and Twitter—also provide communications views.

The concepts of connections between people and exchange of information are the main features
that characterize a data source as having a communications view. Although in SNS there is clear
information regarding personal relations (friends, acquaintances, and so on), from an expertise
retrieval perspective, they can be seen as a communication system with additional information
available. This information includes social interactions and relations.

Datasets involve providing data in a standardized and queryable format. This includes informa-
tion systems, databases, and files in structured/semistructured format. The indexers of scientific

9http://lattes.cnpq.br/web/plataforma-lattes.
10https://www.researchgate.net/.
11http://www.linkedin.com.
12https://developer.linkedin.com/partner-programs.
13http://www.twitter.com.
14http://scholar.google.com/.
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articles, such as ACM and IEEE, are examples of data sources that include a dataset view, since
they provide either a web-based query interface or an API through which their data can be ex-
tracted [25, 43, 119, 148]. Wiki and KMSs provide dataset views as well—although they publish
information as web pages, there is additional metadata that can be extracted [35, 111, 143] from
their pages (such as author and abstract). Bibliographic databases (DBLP, CiteSeer15, AMiner16,
ScholarMiner) are also examples of data sources with a dataset view [20, 22, 26, 30, 35, 43, 73, 79,
82, 100, 116, 119, 122, 126]. DBLP provides an XML dump17 of its data. CiteSeer18 and AMiner19

have public APIs to extract data.
A data source can have more than one view. A wiki system, for example, introduces both a

plain text and dataset view. The set of published pages is a plain text view while their associated
metadata (internal to the wiki system) is a dataset view. The same happens with SNSs —if a system
accesses public pages only from an SNS that originates from links in other pages, it will regard it
as plain text. However, if it examines the relations between people through the SNS interface/API,
it will see the same source from a communications view.

Another example of a multiple-view data source is a web forum or a questionand-answer site,
composed of users and posts/replies. If there is access to the published pages resulting only from
the thread to extract information, it is viewed as plain text. However, if the structure of questions
and answers between users is taken into account, it can be seen as a communications data source.

4 DATA EXTRACTION

Automated expertise retrieval works vary on their method of extracting data from data sources.
The three facets proposed to classify these methods are introduced in this section.

4.1 Expert Composition

Expert composition defines the extent to which more than one semantic type of data is used to
represent expertise. By semantic type, we mean what kind of information the data represents. For
example, textual words extracted from abstracts and from the body of scientific articles can be
considered the same kind of information, i.e., keywords. On the other hand, although coauthor
names and keywords are the same kind of data (textual words), they are not the same semantic
types (keywords and names).

Two forms of expert composition are proposed: simple and complex. An item of simple data
refers to a representation formed of one semantic type. For example, the expertise of a specialist
can be represented as a set of words extracted from the specialist’s papers, abstracts and titles or
as the keywords associated with that individual’s documents. Complex representations are formed
of more than one semantic type. For example, if the keywords linked to an expert’s documents
are clustered by year, this is a complex representation since we have two semantic types of data
(keyword and year).

Most of the studies that introduce expert composition based on terms extracted from linked
documents are simple compositions [7, 10, 22, 30, 35, 47, 56, 62, 66, 79, 100, 102, 115, 128, 135].
Some [20, 33, 104] build a complex composition by linking each term to a moment in time, usually
the publication year of the document.

Some studies use simple compositions based on the relations between experts (coauthor-
ing, citations, and social relations) [70], while others introduce complex composition based on

15http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu.
16http://aminer.org/.
17http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/.
18http://csxstatic.ist.psu.edu/about/data.
19http://doc.aminer.org/en/latest/.
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coauthoring and temporal factors [55, 82]. Related entities are also used, such as the venues where
an author’s work has been published [73]. Combining both concepts extracted from the documents
and coauthoring information [140] drawn on to represent an expert is another approach used in
literature. Parada et al. [112] combine different features to represent the range of the researcher’s
interests.

4.2 Preprocessing

Some studies employ preprocessing techniques for the extracted data to improve the expertise
retrieval. To classify existing work, three categories are proposed: (i) those that do not apply pre-
processing techniques, classified as none in the proposed facet; (ii) those that remove unnecessary
words from the text, designated as word removal; and (ii) those that transform the text, categorized
as text transformation.

Stop words removal is the most common example of word removal technique. Stop words are
previously known words that are very common (such as prepositions and articles) and do not
contribute to a text’s semantic value. Other examples of word removal include studies that remove
words too rare or too common in the data being analyzed [34, 59, 66, 67, 104, 127]. Some remove
punctuation and numbers as well [20, 144].

Stemming [120] reduces words to their root form and is the most used technique that performs
text transformation. Johri et al. [62] normalize authors’ names while analyzing their publications.

4.3 Retrieval

When extracting data, the existing studies retrieve all of the available data related to an expert (a
complete retrieval) or just over a subset of the data (a focused retrieval), depending on the filters
or conditions. Most of the studies that execute a complete retrieval do not provide results that are
based on a given input/query; rather, they produce a result that can be browsed and analyzed by
a user. This includes works that are designed to build researcher profiles [10, 25, 43, 47, 116, 126,
128] or conduct a coauthor network analysis [26, 30, 82, 140, 142] and research topic analysis [20,
62, 67, 73, 79, 132].

Focused retrieval works [37, 38, 44, 48, 85, 90, 98, 107, 111, 117, 121, 129] create a query with user
input to define the subset of the data that needs to be extracted. They can be adapted to existing
standard search engines with limited effort [7]. Most are deployed in expert finding.

5 EXPERTISE REPRESENTATION

Some existing studies employ techniques to build an expertise representation from data. Three
facets are put forward here to display and classify them: method, temporal support, and semantic
support.

5.1 Method

The methods for building expertise representation can be divided into five categories: term fre-
quency, language model, topic model, graph, and custom. Although topic models and language
models use term frequency as well since they introduce distinct features and possibilities com-
pared with traditional term frequency methods, they were classified separately. In this section,
each category is described in detail together with a brief explanation of their fundamental princi-
ples while the reader is referred to several studies.

5.1.1 Term Frequency. Term frequency uses the frequency of terms in a document to define
or retrieve the expertise related to a person [10, 19, 22, 30, 35, 42, 56, 74, 135]. Its basic aim is
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to consider how many times a term appears in a given document so that its relevance can be
assessed.

Term frequencies can be used to build vectors [135] that represent an author [19, 22, 30, 47,
54, 56] or a document [27, 90, 130]. Each term is a dimension in the vector. When building an
author representation, for example, the contents of all related documents can be joined together
and viewed as a single document [22] to calculate the frequencies and build the vector. Similarity
metrics between vectors, such as cosine distance, are used to compare an expert with a given query
(for expert retrieval) or another expert (for clustering [19] or collaboration recommendation [30]).

5.1.2 Language Model. According to Manning et al. [101], a language model is a “function that
puts a probability measure over strings drawn from some vocabulary.” It is formed on the basis of
an existing text by analyzing how frequently certain terms (a word or group of words) appear.
Each term is assigned a relative frequency that is used to build the probability distribution model.
Once the model is built, it can be used with a new text to calculate the probability that it formed
a part of the data used to build the model. A language model built over the documents produced
by an author, for example, indicates the degree of probability that a given text was written by that
author [7, 9, 10, 43, 99, 107, 121, 142].

5.1.3 Topic Models. Topic Models [17] are probability distributions with regard to the topics
of a given document. The assigned probability shows how probable some related material ex-
plores/contains information about the topic. One way to determine which topics should be related
to a document is thorough its metadata, for example, a list of related categories. When seeking the
topics of a given author, the categories related to each document the author has produced might
be collected.

In expertise retrieval, topic model approaches can be adopted to identify topics by analyzing the
contents of documents: for example, the abstracts of articles. Following classical topic modeling
[17], topics are defined as clusters of related words obtained through statistical analysis. Each topic
is represented by a set of words that can be defined through sampling methods such as those of
Gibbs [49].

Topic models do not limit themselves to modeling topics arising with documents. Several studies
introduce hidden variables, i.e., probability distributions with regard to the features in the domain.
A hidden variable can represent, for example, (i) the probability of an author writing about a given
topic, based on the topics of the author’s related documents; and (ii) how likely it is that a given
topic will be featured in a conference, based on articles from previous editions. The possibility
of creating new hidden variables based on existing data (such as document topic and document-
conference relations) allows a wide range of topic model methods to be devised. As a result, it was
found to be the most common expertise evidence extraction technique in the studies that were
reviewed.

There are several approaches to solving the problem of topic modeling. In the context of exper-
tise retrieval, a well-known approach is latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), introduced by Blei et al.
[18]. This designs a generative probabilistic model for data collections through a three-level hierar-
chical Bayesian model, applicable to text corpora. The author-topic model, outlined by Rosen-Zvi
et al. [122], also models the topic distribution for the authors concerned, i.e., by determining which
topics are shared by each author. Other studies [24, 25, 41, 57–59, 73, 88, 103, 111, 137] extend the
author-topic model by including additional features such as venues [28, 144], document citations
[65, 127], preexisting supervised document subject classification [103], or cooperation informa-
tion between authors to improve the efficiency of topic discovery [46]. Xie et al. [138] introduced
a topic model that covers social interactions and relationships in social networks when building
an expert’s topic model and ranking the individual’s expertise on a desired topic.
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5.1.4 Graph. Graph techniques include work where a graph representation of expertise data is
generated. The graph can be designed with the aid of the original data [37] or by using transformed
data that are generated through another technique (topic and language models [25, 88, 142]). Once
the graph has been generated, specialized methods are employed to extract the required informa-
tion. Page-rank -like methods such as Random Walk [48, 117] are used for collaboration recom-
mendation and expertise retrieval (i.e., expert ranking). Other studies [26] use the structure of the
graph to calculate similarities between entities (such as authors) and recommend collaborations.

Some works [88, 113] use weighted graphs to represent, for example, coauthorship networks
[113]. Other examples of graph-based techniques include (a) author profiling based on coauthors
[53], (b) finding the most probable author for a given topic [88, 117] and the closest people to
a given person [25, 142], or (c) clustering people in terms of their expertise [56, 73]. Kong et al.
[71] and Xie et al. [138] combine topic model comparison between authors with a random-walk
technique within a collaboration graph to suggest collaborations. De La Robertie et al. [36] present
the RAC model, which uses previous information (conference authority) to help identify experts on
a given topic by applying a label propagation algorithm. The knowledge graph has been proposed
as well [96] as a tool for finding users to answer questions in Community Question Answer (CQA)
sites.

5.1.5 Custom. This category includes studies that use alternative techniques. For example,
Punnarut et al. [114] created a researcher profile based on an ontology formed through extracting
terms from documents and matching them with a previously defined list of skills. Latif et al. [77]
uses Linked open data (LOD) [16], which is available on the web, to build researcher profiles. LOD
is a method based on standard web technologies such as HTTP, RDF, and URIs and is employed to
publish data in a way that can be automatically interpreted and handled by computers.

Fang et al. [44] introduced a discriminative model that integrates documentary evidence of ex-
pertise and document-candidate associations in a learning framework for expert searching and
ranking. Macdonald et al. [98] proposed using the voting model to rank experts from an expert
search result. Ban and Liu [12] sought to combine graph techniques (using a citation network) and
introduced a customized *** (Vector Space Model (VSM) which includes the location where the
terms appear in an article so that they can be weighted) as a way to find experts.

5.2 Temporal Support

A person’s expertise is not immutable, i.e., it changes over time owing to factors such as changes
in the subject of interest or just a lack of continuity in previous interests. This means that the
evidence a person has expertise on a given topic preferably should be viewed in the context of
time.

Suppose, for instance, that there is a need for an expert in GIS databases. Two researchers are
selected on the basis of their output, ResearcherA and ResearcherB. ResearcherA published many
works 10 years ago but in recent years has focused his research on distributed transactions. Re-
searcherB started to publish papers on GIS databases only three years ago but has maintained a
constant output. How can one choose between them? The temporal aspect of the expertise evi-
dence may make it easier to make a decision on the basis of what activity is required from the ex-
pert. For lecturing undergraduate students about GIS databases, either ResearcherA or ResearcherB
could be invited. However, with regard to integrating a new research project, ResearcherB should
be preferred, since he will probably be more interested in this than ResearcherA, who has changed
his research field in recent years.

Naturally, it is not a trivial issue to define the effects of time on the expertise evidence. Many
studies [20, 25, 30, 33, 43, 50, 57, 61, 68, 85, 104, 107, 116, 137, 139, 145] include time as an important
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feature in their analysis as well as the extraction of expertise evidence. Three possible ways re-
garding if and how they incorporate time in their approaches can be distinguished: (i) none—time
is not taken into account in their analysis, (ii) time slices, and (iii) continuous.

5.2.1 Time Slices. In these approaches, the evolving pattern of expertise is analyzed in slices
of time, such as a year, where each slice can be influenced by evidence from previous slices. For
example, Chaiwanarom and Lursinsap [25] analyzed the evolving expertise of a researcher using
that person’s topics of interest over a period of time by sliding a window of a fixed number of years.
This process produces a function that estimates the probable research interests in the future. Fang
et al. [43] and Rybak et al. [116] analyzed topic evolution per year for a given author through
probabilistic functions over time (where a given annual probability depends on previous years).
Kong et al. [71] build per-year topic models (LDA) for authors’ output by analyzing their dynamic
research interests over a period of years.

Neshati et al. [107] examined the question of research longevity (in number of years) when
estimating the strength of the relation between an author and published paper topics when the
individual is a coauthor. Li et al. [85] used a time-partitioned random walk in a graph to analyze
evolving expertise in a social network. Bolelli et al. [20] included the time factor in their topic
model (S-ATM; segmented author-topic model) when they analyzed the topic evolution per time
unit (year), in which previous years have a decaying influence on the current year. Daud et al. [33]
proposed temporal-author-topic (TAT), which introduces a similar idea.

Jin et al. [60] analyzed the number of publications per topic and year to discover changes and ten-
dencies in the expert’s interests. Neshati et al. [106] analyzed the evolving topic model of experts
based on question-and-answer sites. They introduced four features that affect topic transitions:
(i) topic similarity—users usually change between similar topics; (ii) emerging topics—users tend
to prefer emerging topics; (iii) user behavior—how common it is for a user to explore and change
topics of interest; and (iv) topic transition—determining which topic changes are most common.

5.2.2 Continuous. Some schemes do not require predefined time slices when the expertise evo-
lution is being analyzed. Jameel and Lam [57], for example, designed a topic model based on n-
grams, where each topical phrase has a timestamp associated with it and the expertise evolution is
incorporated into the topic model itself. Naveed at al. [104] included absolute timestamps in their
topic model (ATTention). Kawamae [68] also included timestamps in his theme chronicle model,
and defined the concepts of stable and dynamic topics.

He et al. [50] analyzed topic evolution through citations between papers by taking account
of time in their Inheritance Topic Model (ITM), which models documents as two parts that are
generated independently: an inherited and autonomous part. The former is the outcome of previous
work (based on the citations found). Wang et al. [137] included time as well when analyzing topic
evolution in their citation-LDA topic model. Jo et al. [61] analyzed a collection of documents in
chronological order and, in this way, established topic evolution. Estimating the future expertise
of users in CQAs sites, including the transition probability to a new topic, has been researched as
well [106].

Zehnalova et al. [145] devised a forgetting function to analyze topic evolution of an author over a
period of time. Cohen et al. [30] examined the time that had elapsed while analyzing collaborations
between authors in a coauthoring networking. Xu et al. [139] introduced the author-topic over time
(AToT) model, a topic model that includes a timestamp associated with the topics used to design
an author’s interest model and its changes over time. Xie et al. [138] investigated the timestamps
associated with microblogs from users as a sign that there were more interesting experts for a
given user. This study was based on his own microblogs, timestamps, and Internet usage.
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5.3 Semantic Support

The last facet in the expertise representation component of the taxonomy classifies existing works
in terms of what kind of semantic support they use: none, ontology, lexical database and knowledge
base. Most of the current studies do not use semantic support.

Among those that rely on ontologies, some require an ontology that has been prepared in ad-
vance [94, 116, 128] while others construct one during their processes [45, 63, 114, 140]. Those that
rely on lexical databases use them to build ontologies that are based on word relations [63, 140]
or to overcome problems regarding the usage of terms in documents (such as synonyms, hyper-
nyms, and hyponyms) by finding equivalent words [19]. Two examples of knowledge bases used
by researchers are DBpedia [110] and Wikipedia [27, 35].

This study classifies works that rely on Wikipedia in the knowledge base category since they use
it as a support for their processes even though Wikipedia does not provide the semantic structure
expected from a traditional knowledge database (as in DBpedia). For example, Davoodi et al. [35]
build a vectorial representation of Wikipedia articles (based on term frequency) using the vectors
to identify semantic topics in documents by comparing their vectorial representation.

6 APPLICATION

The Application that requires automated expertise retrieval can perform several kinds of tasks. In
related work outlined here, we have identified five basic tasks: expert finding, expert ranking, ex-
pert profiling, expert clustering, and expert recommendation. In this section, each task is discussed
together with information about the particular features of related work. In each application, we
selected representative work to introduce a more detailed discussion.

6.1 Expert Finding

An expert finding procedure involves looking for experts through a search query. The query pa-
rameters vary with each proposal but most expect to find expertise topics as input. There are
two basic expert finding approaches in the literature: (i) compiling a specialist index based on
expertise-related information [27, 38, 81, 88, 107, 113, 125, 127, 129–131, 136] and (ii) using tra-
ditional indices (such as an inverted index) to locate documents related to a given expertise and
employ expert finding methods on the basis of the results [44, 90, 92, 111]. Although most ap-
proaches look for a single expert, there are studies in the literature that focus on finding groups
of experts as well [86, 105].

Current studies in the field adopt several approaches to finding experts. Many use document-
centric methods, such as (i) using the SVM to represent and search for experts, given keywords
of interest [27, 81]; (ii) constructing language and topic models based on a person’s associated
documents and a given input as a set of terms or topics for finding those experts whose models can
best generate the query [27, 86, 88, 92, 102, 111, 125, 127, 129, 131, 136]; (iii) representing expertise
through ontologies and using them to search for experts [114]; and (iv) clustering documents based
on their keywords, allowing the retrieval of experts associated to documents in the same clusters
with related keywords [130]. Some studies use alternative information sources: (i) bibliographic
network information [107, 113]; and (ii) online activities such as posts in CQAs [15, 90], blogs [84],
and SNSs [108]. There are also specific approaches, such as converting tag-based classification
of questions in CQAs to topic model representations in order to find relevant experts for a given
question [32] or using geo-tagged information to locate experts associated with certain places [83].

While most topic model–based approaches design a model to represent each expert, there are
proposals where an author can have multiple personas based on the view that the author can write
about different combinations of topics for each publication [102]. With the aid of bibliographic
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network information, central authors (well cited and/or with many coauthorships) can be found.
This centrality can be used as an indication of expertise [113]. Citation counts, which are related
to the longevity of research topics (same topic present over extended periods of time), also are
regarded as an indication of expertise [107]. Some studies combine expertise evidence and social
network relationships (e.g., coauthorship or online community metadata) to find experts [38, 84,
88, 90].

Domain-specific approaches, such as examining how difficult questions are answered in CQA
sites, are also an indication that there is expertise [15]. Machine-learning approaches to locate
future experts in CQA sites, combining features from several types (textual, behavioral, and time-
aware), have been proposed as well [132].

CSSeer [27] locates experts using data available in CiteSeer, supported by data extracted from
Wikipedia. First, it extracts key phrases (bi-, tri- and quadgrams) from Wikipedia pages about
computer science, statistics, and mathematics. The key phrases that appear at least three times in
the collection of documents from CiteSeer are considered key phrase candidates and the documents
are indexed based on these key phrases. To locate an expert, given a query input (set of words),
it locates all authors from documents textually relevant (based on the key phrases), giving higher
qualification to those with more documents relevant to the query and higher citation count.

Combining various data sources as expertise input to locate experts is introduced by Pal et al.
[111]. They crawled data related to 20,000 IBM employees from various online sources, such as
blogs, microblogs, wikis, forums, and online profiles. Several features are introduced in the pro-
posed framework. First, they filter the data using an ngram-classifier to select only documents
written in English. LDA is applied to calculate the topics of each document. Using a question
modeler (linear SVM classifier) and a self-developed algorithm (DOCSENSE), they extract several
features to classify the documents. These include content features (topic distribution, hashtags,
referenced entities, etc.), social features (is it a reply for a question, a recommendation, something
being shared, etc.), processed features (DOCSENSE features such as whether the document is non-
relevant for expertise analysis, whether it is a duplicate from other document, etc.) and, lastly,
reply features (relating different documents, such as question and reply in forums).

To index the documents, Apache Lucene was used. Each kind of source (forum, blog, etc.) is
indexed separately in order to be treated individually. Before retrieving the documents, they apply
a query expansion system based on related words identified through the document topics built
earlier. They introduce a new relevant score in Lucene (DOCREL), which considers the proximity
between query words in the retrieved documents to rank them. Lastly, they use the Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) to discard retrieved documents whose topic distribution is not relevant to
the query topics. Once the relevant documents are retrieved, the relative expertise score of each
document is compared to the retrieved documents from the same source. The expertise score for
each source is then calculated and an SVM rank aggregation algorithm combines the various source
scores to calculate the final expertise score.

6.2 Expert Ranking

When there is an expertise of interest and several candidates, the goal of expert ranking [37, 48, 98,
121, 125, 131, 144, 147] is to rank these candidates according to their level of expertise or another
factor of interest. Most expertise retrieval methods include expert ranking as part of their process
since having a ranked list makes more sense than an unordered list [92].

Most studies adopt graph-based approaches, such as random walk, to rank retrieved experts
[48, 125, 144]. Alternative approaches include (i) applying neural networks in combination with
random-walk methods to rank experts [147]; and (ii) using a regularization framework, applied to
a heterogeneous network, and comprising authors and documents [37].
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Some studies do not adopt a graph-based approach, and the techniques vary. Some use the
number of citations from an author’s articles as a ranking factor [131]. The voting model, a ranking
technique from the area of data fusion, is also used [98]. Interested user-centric approaches, such as
ranking the experts based on knowledge gain and ease of access, were also found in the literature
[121].

Das Gollapalli et al. [48] introduce an expert ranking method based on two techniques. One
technique uses a self-developed Author-Document-Topic (ADT) model (a weighted tripartite
graph of authors, documents, and topics) while the other is based on PageRank. The ADT model
is built on a per-query basis: given a query, the relevant documents are retrieved and introduced
in the graph. Their topics are introduced as well (using precalculated associated weights, such as
LDA). Lastly, the authors associated to the documents are introduced in the graph as well as nodes
representing the initial query from a user. Once the graph is built, three methods are proposed to
calculate the “similarity” between the query nodes and a given author: MaxPath—the shorter the
path, the stronger the similarity; SumPath—the more and stronger the paths, the more similar they
are; and ProductPath—same as SumPath, but multiplies the path weights instead of adding them.

In the PageRank-based approach, given a query, an initial set of documents is retrieved. A graph
is built using this documents and their associated authors. Related documents and authors (e.g.,
through citations) are introduced in this graph. Then a “random surfer” is simulated over this
graph and the probability of it reaching a given author node is calculated, establishing the author
ranking.

6.3 Expert Profiling

Expert profiling provides a virtual representation of a person based on the individual’s expertise
[7, 9, 77, 81, 84, 85, 104, 114, 145]. An important factor in expert profiling is deciding which ele-
ments/features are important to include in a person’s profile [9, 77]. Some of the studies that focus
on expert finding generate profiles during their procedures and can be used for expert profiling
[7].

A profile is not necessarily human understandable, i.e., it may not be clear which topics/expertise
a person has. For example, in a topic model representation, a topic may be just a cluster of words
and will be up to the user to deduce the meaning. Some studies rely on external support, such as
ontologies, to build human-understandable profiles [114].

There are many approaches to forming expert profiles. They vary both with regard to their
techniques and to data sources drawn on: (i) some use online information, such as intranet web
pages [151], LOD [77], or topics in online communities data [84]; (ii) other studies refer to social
relations to help build the profile, such as propagating expertise [56, 81] or inferring expertise
[53] through related authors; and (iii) there are works that analyze expertise in the context of
temporal evolution and demonstrate how the expertise evolves over time [33, 43, 85, 104, 116,
145].

Fang et al. [43] introduce an interesting application. It calculates how probable it is that, given
an expert, the expert will stay in one’s current areas of expertise or will change to new areas.
They analyze how the publications associated to an expert vary their topics over time. To define
the topics associated to a document, they use the associated key words. All of the abstracts of
documents associated to a given key word are then analyzed to define the topic model (set of
words) associated with the topic.

Based on the volume of publications associated to each topic in each year, they introduce a
probabilistic model to calculate whether an expert (i) will stay in one’s current research areas
or (ii) will migrate to new areas. To define which path the expert will take, three features are
considered: (i) how common is it for the expert to change areas based on past years, (ii) how
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similar is a new area to the expert’s current areas, and (iii) how popular is the new area based on
existing publications from other experts.

By treating the topics related to a given expert in a given year as a set, they introduce a predictive
language model (PLM) over these sets of topics (represented by the topic model words associated
to them) and their associated probabilities, previously calculated. Given a query topic, the PLM
calculates how probable it is that an expert will research the topic.

Author2Vec [56] is an unsupervised machine-learning approach to estimate an author’s repre-
sentation as a vector of embeddings extracted from the author’s papers using Paragraph2Vec. The
distance and angular similarity between vectors (the author vector and learning paper vector) is
used by a neural language model to learn the author’s vector representation. The neural network
is supplied with both positive (documents produced by the author) and negative (documents not
produced by the author) input. Given an input, it will output a weight indicating how probable it
is for the author to write about it.

6.4 Expert Clustering

Automated expertise retrieval makes it possible to cluster people in terms of their similar expertise.
A number of studies use graphs and similarity metrics for this task. The similarity is calculated
from the contents of associated documents [19, 28, 79, 148] but might also include documents’
metadata, such as publication venue and coauthorship information [56, 130]. Additional informa-
tion might be added, such as work relationships [10]. Other works cluster experts based on their
expertise representation, using techniques such as structural regularity [133].

While most studies concentrate on content-based topic model similarity [28, 79, 148], there are
others that examine similar authors who are cited together [130] or have a social proximity based
on previous collaboration information [56].

Boeva et al. [19] introduce an expert clustering approach by partitioning experts based on the
key words associated to their documents. To extract these key words from the expert’s documents,
they apply a part-of-speech tagger to the documents’ data and extract three types of key words:
(i) adjective nouns—an adjective followed by a noun; (ii) multiple noun—sequence of nouns; and
(iii) single noun—the remaining nouns. Once all experts’ key words are extracted, they are clustered
through a semantic similarity metric based on Wordnet. Each expert profile is transformed into a
vector, where each dimension represents the percentage of keywords in the expert profile that are
present in the given cluster. Once the expert vectors are built, the Euclidean distance is applied to
cluster them and identify similar experts.

6.5 Expert Recommendation

Expert recommendation [22, 25, 26, 30, 47, 72, 123, 126, 140–142, 142] (also called matching in the
literature [141]) is concerned with recommending others to interact with a given expert. Expert
recommendation might seek to match experts with similar profiles (similar to clustering) but also
with experts who could make a worthwhile collaboration through their complementary expertise.
For example, a text-sequence processing expert could collaborate with a DNA mapping expert. This
opens up a fruitful topic in expert recommendation: how should one match experts from different
domains of knowledge, such as medicine and computing? Few studies [4, 126] have addressed this
issue.

The techniques adopted in the literature to carry out expertise recommendation vary. Most use
expertise evidence combined with social relations [22, 25, 26, 30, 72, 126, 140–142, 149]. Some
studies adopt alternative approaches, such as (i) creating a grant database, associated with con-
tent similarity and the collaboration network, to suggest new collaborations between researchers
with different areas of expertise [4]; (ii) introducing path optimization to graphs linking authors
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and article contents, where, for example, a path Author1-Paper1-Term-Paper2-Author2 becomes an
Author-Term-Author2 path, thus resulting in a smaller graph and improving random-walk algo-
rithm application [149]; and (iii) using concepts from the expertise seeking area [54].

Cohen and Ebel [30] introduce a researcher collaboration suggestion based on the researcher’s
social network (collaborations) and a given topic of interest for collaboration, defined by key
words. A graph is built that includes the authors (vertices where they are represented by a bag
of words from their publication titles) and collaborations between authors (edges composed by
three features: the publication title, date, and venue). Over the graph, a query composed by an
author (a vertex) and a set of key words is executed.

Score functions are applied to determine how probable it is that a given vertex (author) will
collaborate with another vertex. The first function calculates the structural proximity, which has
two basic approaches: one uses the distance between nodes weighted by a given function; the other
calculates the structural proximity based on the common collaborations between the vertices (i.e.,
past collaborations).

The second function calculates the textual relevancy, i.e., how probable is it that a given expert
will work on the topic specified by the key words from the query. Two approaches are introduced.
The first uses TF-IDF between the expert profile key words and the query key words. The second
approach uses a self-developed function called Collab. Collab considers the previous collaborations
of a given expert to determine whether the expert is relevant to the query. For each previous col-
laboration, it calculates how relevant it is to the query (TF-IDF on the key words and collaboration
title), how much time has passed since the collaboration (logarithm function), and whether it oc-
curred in a venue where the query expert has already published. In its last step, Collab sums the
previous values from all of the neighbors of a given node to calculate the weight (relevance) of the
node to the original query node.

Lastly, the authors combine both structural proximity and textual relevancy through a CScore
function, which does a weighted sum of the scores from the previous introduced functions.

7 CURRENT WORK OVERVIEW

In this section, a comparison is made between a selected set of works related to expertise retrieval
so that they can be classified in the proposed taxonomy. The selection was made on the basis of
two criteria: first, to cover examples in the full range of taxonomic classifications; and, second, to
include the most recent or relevant ones. This resulted in 26 works, which are compared in Tables 2,
3, and 4. The tables are underpinned by the four components that guide our taxonomy: data source,
data extraction, expertise extraction, and application (through its single facet, task). The following
types of behavior were observed in the current studies that were surveyed:

• Most works use public unrestricted, plain-text sources, such as public sites and other data
sources that have no clearly defined structure. Since the most common expertise extrac-
tion methods are based on specific terms (such as topic models, language models, term
frequency), structured data is not a requirement.

• A complete data-extraction process is more common than a focused data extraction given
the fact that many works form an expert representation in advance, thus, allowing browsing
and searching for the extracted expertise information. With regard to expert composition,
there is no clear predominance between simple and complex approaches.

• Term-based expertise extraction (topic models, language models, and term frequency) can
be found in many works. Graph-based expertise extraction is also common, especially for
complex expert composition. This is natural since it is a good way of designing relations
such as those between author and venue and author and coauthor as well as finding citations
on documents and/or people.
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Table 2. Current Work Comparison - 1/3

Work Data source Data extraction Expertise extraction Task (Application)

Li2015B [80] Private
unstructured plain
text

General simple expert
composition

Custom temporal
continuous with
semantic support

Expert profiling (builds topic
cloud views of expertise
models based on CVs)

Xu2012 [140] Public unrestricted,
unstructured
plaintext

General complex
expert composition

Graph and custom,
with lexical database
support

Expert recommendation
(suggests collaborators based
on scientific publications)

Chen2013 [27] Public unrestricted,
semistructured
dataset

General simple expert
composition

Term frequency
extraction,
encyclopedia semantic
support

Expert finding (finds experts
based on CiteSeer and
Wikipedia data)

Fang2014 [43] Public unrestricted,
unstructured plain
text

General complex
expert composition,
with stemming and
stop words removal

Language model
extraction, time slice
temporal support

Expert profiling (based on
previous publications, analyzes
whether an author may change
a research line in the future)

Parada2013 [112] Private
semistructured and
structured dataset

General complex
expert composition

Graph extraction Expert recommendation (uses
a social-based calculated PCI
[Potencial Collaboration
Index] to recommend
collaborations)

Pal2015 [111] Public unrestricted
unstructured plain
text

Focused simple expert
composition

Topic model extraction Expert finding (combines
multiple data sources to locate
an expert)

Gysel2016 [134] Public unrestricted
unstructured plain
text

General simple expert
composition with stop
words

Term frequency
extraction

Expert finding (promotes
expert finding optimization
using back-propagation neural
networks)

Rybak2014 [116] Public restricted
semistructured
dataset

General simple expert
composition

Custom extraction,
with ontology
semantic and temporal
support

Expert profiling (Uses an
ontology to show how the
expertise of an author changes
over time)

Liu2013B [91] Public unrestricted,
unstructured
communications

Focused complex
expert composition,
stop words removal

Graph and term
frequency extraction

Expert finding (Analyzes
interactions in a Q&A site to
locate experts)

Gollapalli2013 [48] Public unrestricted,
semistructured
dataset and plain
text

Focused simple expert
composition

Graph and topic model
extraction

Expert ranking (gathers
Arnetminer data, applying a
modified PageRank and a
tripartite graph algorithm)

Boeva2014 [19] Public unrestricted,
unstructured
plaintext

General simple expert
composition, with
stemming and stop
words removal

Topic model extraction Expert clustering (through the
author profiles, keywords,
compared using Wordnet)

• Most of the studies focus on expert finding, followed by those focused on expert recom-
mendation. This indicates how finding experts on a given topic is a major factor in expertise
retrieval.

8 CONCLUSION AND OPEN ISSUES

Automated expertise retrieval is a process that can be used in many applications, such as expert
finding and expert profiling. In this article, we created a taxonomy that covers many of existing
schemes. It is structured in four components: (i) data source, (ii) data extraction, (iii) expertise
extraction, and (iv) application. Using the taxonomy as a guideline, we introduced several fac-
tors related to expertise retrieval and described some of them in considerable detail. Through our
analysis, we were able to identify some open issues from the expertise retrieval task. In this final
section, we summarize these issues while making recommendations for future research.
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Table 3. Current Work Comparison - 2/3

Data source Data extraction Expertise extraction Task (Application)

Kaya2014 [69] Public unrestricted,
semistructured
dataset

General complex expert
composition

Term frequency
extraction, with time
slice temporal support

Expert finding and profiling
(builds a data cube based on the
publication data and applies
OLAP methods to locate and
profile experts)

Chaiwanarom2015
[25]

Public restricted
semistructured
dataset

General complex expert
composition

Graph and topic model
extraction, with time
slice temporal support

Expert matching (suggests
potencial collaborations based
on social relations, researcher
seniority and publications’
content similarity)

Fang2010 [44] Public unrestricted,
unstructured plain
text

Focused simple expert
composition, with
stemming

Custom and language
model extraction

Expert finding (introduces a
discriminative model to
associate authors to documents)

GaneshJ2016 [56] Public unrestricted
semistructured and
unstructured dataset
and plain text

General simple expert
composition

Custom extraction Expert profiling (uses a neural
network to learn how to
associate authors to documents)

Mangaravite2016a [99] Public unrestricted,
semistructured
dataset

General simple expert
composition, with stop
words removal

Language model
extraction

Expert finding (introduces new
normalization techniques to
weights associating authors and
documents)

Yang2015 [142] Private
semistructured,
unstructured
dataset, plain text

General complex expert
composition

Graph and language
model extraction

Expert recommendation
(suggests potential
collaborations based on
publications’ content similarity
and relations in a scientific
social network)

Liu2014A [92] Public unrestricted,
unstructured plain
text

Focused complex expert
composition

Language model
extraction

Expert finding (introduces
AMiner-mini, a version of
Arnetminer applicable in
institutions)

Neshati2014 [107] Public unrestricted,
unstructured plain
text

Focused simple expert
composition

Language model
extraction

Expert finding (locates leading
authors in a publication)

Balog2009 [7] Public unrestricted,
unstructured plain
text

General and focused
expert composition,
with stop words removal

Language model
extraction

Expert finding (introduces a
language modeling framework
for expert finding)

8.1 Expertise Association

All methods of automated expertise retrieval must address certain issues related to the person
versus expertise association. Some issues that we regard as important for a good expertise retrieval
are listed below.

(1) How can one associate a person with a document? When there is no clear person-
document association, how can one find this out?

(2) If a document is associated with more than one person, who is responsible for each item
of expertise evidence?

(3) How important and/or reliable is a document as a means of representing the expertise?

In our view (corroborated by other research studies [11]), these are not trivial issues. With regard
to the task of associating people with evidence, the studies in the literature vary a good deal. Some
use metadata (such as bibliographic networks, post authors in social networks/forums or e-mail
header information) [8, 13, 87, 117, 121] while others use the person’s name and/or e-mail address
in the document, which can cause problems such as ambiguity in the name and other issues [6, 9,
44, 107]. Finding reliable ways to associate people and evidence is still an open topic of research.
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Table 4. Current Work Comparison - 3/3

Data source Data extraction Expertise extraction Task (Application)

Cohen2013 [30] Public unrestricted
semistructured
dataset

General complex
expert composition

Graph and term
frequency extraction
with time slice
temporal support

Expert recommendation (uses
a start researchers, key words
and coauthoring network to
suggest collaborations)

Zhu2014 [150] Public unrestricted,
unstructured plain
text

General simple expert
composition

Topic model extraction Expert finding (besides experts
in the desired area, also
includes experts on other
related areas)

Deng2012 [37] Public unrestricted,
semistructured
dataset

Focused complex
expert composition

Graph extraction Expert ranking (using
coauthoring network and
citations)

Li2015 [79] Public unrestricted
unstructured
plaintext

General simple expert
composition

Topic model extraction Expert clustering (analyzes
publications’ content
similarity)

Kumar2016 [75] Public unrestricted,
unstructured plain
text

General complex
expert composition

Term frequency
extraction

Expert finding (through Q&A
site data, considering
best-answers indications as
expertise hints)

Osborne2013 [110] Public unrestricted,
semistructured and
unstructured dataset
and plain text

General complex
expert composition

Custom extraction Expert finding and profiling
(introduces the Rexplore tool
to visualize and relate author
publications and expertise)

With regard to the question of linking expertise evidence to people, one approach is to consider
the proximity between an item of evidence and a person’s name in a given document. The closer
the name is to the evidence, the greater is the chance that the evidence represents the person’s
expertise [2]. This method can be effective in some domains, such as web pages, for example.
However, it is not applicable in scientific papers, where the author’s name usually appears on the
first page and not near the expertise evidence in the document [107].

The issue of determining in a multiple-author document how well each author expertise is rep-
resented is still an open issue. Preliminary work on the topic has been done using, for example, the
order of authors in publications as an indication of expertise degree. In this case, the first authors
are considered the main contributors for a given paper [82, 97].

The methods employed to establish how important and/or reliable the evidence is to estimate
a person’s expertise in a given document varies in accordance with the document type. In web
pages, the number of referral links can be treated as a measure of reliability (Page Rank) [152].
In the case of scientific articles, the number of citations can be used [27]. Depending on their
importance, some studies analyze the author publications over a period of time and seek to identify
the preferred topics [33, 43, 116].

8.2 Combining Multiple Evidence

A wide range of features is taken into account when analyzing expertise evidence, such as topic
models, social relations, and semantic analysis through Wikipedia articles. However, only a few
of them [31, 44] address the question of how to combine these features to improve the results.
Learning approaches, such as neural networks based on user feedback, could provide new and
useful ways to combine expertise evidence.

Clearly, in different domains and applications, the importance of each type of evidence may
vary owing to the quality of the data used for expertise evidence. For example, in the scientific
domain, posts in a social network should weight lower than a paper published in the proceedings
of a prestigious conference.
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8.3 Multiple Languages

To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing studies takes account of the fact that expertise
evidence can be in more than one language. In our view, in several cases, it is an advantage to be
able to correlate the same expertise described in several languages. An attempt is being made by
one researcher to relate knowledge from the same domain in different languages [5], but it is still
in its early stages.

The support of multiple languages would benefit the expertise retrieval process in several sit-
uations. A multinational company, which has documents in several languages, could improve in-
teraction between teams by drawing on shared expertise. Localized research results, published in
different languages (such as Chinese or Hindi), could serve as expertise evidence for locating re-
search experts. Researchers can publish a new work (with initial results) first for a local event in
their own language and later on at an international conference in English.

We suggest using a common semantic mediator, such as Wikipedia, for this task. Wikipedia has
been successfully used [27, 35] for semantic analysis. As it provides pages in several languages,
and identifies which pages correspond to the same concept, a method could be devised to identify
related expertise evidence between languages.

8.4 Data Veracity

Another open issue that should be pointed out is how to assess the quality/trust of expertise ev-
idence. Analyzing data veracity is a common problem in big data integration [40]. In the context
of expertise evidence, we have put forward some features that are found in expertise retrieval that
could be combined with an analysis of data veracity:

• The recognition of the conference or journal where an article was published can indicate
its quality. To assess this, one could consider the citation count of the published articles, for
example.

• An article published in a conference proceedings, where the members of the Program Com-
mittee have expertise over the topics contemplated by the article, has a greater chance of
providing better standards of expertise evidence.

• The impact level of scientific publications as measured by established metrics, such as H-
Index [52] or JCR [3], is also a strong indicator of quality/trust.

• Good evidence tends to be well cited. Thus, it could be worth investigating how well refer-
enced a given item of expertise evidence is.

• The reputation of a site (url), where a page is published, also serves to ensure its data ve-
racity.

• User feedback can help in classifying evidence, for example, users rating documents in sci-
entific indexers or event sites.

8.5 User Interaction

There are many methods that can be employed for automated expertise retrieval. However, to
the best our knowledge, there is none that takes full account of user feedback during the process.
Some do so in a limited way, for example, by classifying documents [51] or expert matching [129] as
relevant, irrelevant, or false. Our study corroborates the findings of Balog et al. [11], who reached
the same conclusion.

When including user feedback, we suggest defining the intention of the user when working
with expertise retrieval. This could be done by measuring the user’s degree of satisfaction with the
current results through some metric while ensuring that there is a minimum amount of interaction
during the process. User interaction can be regarded not only as a way to adjust parameters but
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also as a way to make alterations in design decisions on automated expertise retrieval and related
tasks. This could ensure a more general, interchangeable, and component-based approach that is
easily adapted to new domains and data formats based on user feedback.

8.6 Explanation of the Results

Helping the user understand the results is another topic that we found to be ignored in the lit-
erature. The better the user understands the results, the more confidence the user will have in
the expertise retrieval system. A system could be adopted to help the user understand this by, for
example, describing how a given expertise was captured and how the system assesses its relevance.

The current approaches usually give a list of people or a graph cluster as a result but fail to
describe how they obtained this data. Adopting an approachin which the user does not understand
how the result was achieved is not appropriate when dealing with people. Collaborations based on
false assumptions could, for example, result in unsuccessful social interactions and, thus, should be
avoided. By allowing the user to understand the result, the user is free to use one’s own judgment
and decide whether to go ahead with contacting the referred expert.

8.7 Description of the Expertise

As in the case of the explanation of results, the description of expertise is another open issue.
This category can be defined as a clear, concise, and preferably human-readable view of a person’s
expertise.

To the best of our knowledge, there are few approaches to automatically making a human-
readable representation of expertise [9, 77]. This kind of representation could be used to assess
a system’s quality in providing one’s expertise by comparing it with the expertise obtained from
several systems. This would naturally require a common representation for expertise so that a
comparison could be made.

8.8 Contextual Analysis

Research and expertise do not evolve per se, but rather as a result of events in the context of the
involved people or topic. For example, researchers in academia may start working on a new topic
based on a ground-breaking article [137]. Professionals in the industry may change their exper-
tise interests as the result of a significant recent event. An awareness of context when analyzing
expertise may yield interesting results and assist in understanding the evolution of expertise and
track changes in the topics of interest over a period of time.

8.9 Cross-Domain Collaboration

Another topic that has not received attention is expertise collaboration between different domains,
for example, between biology and computer science. Cross-domain collaboration is more difficult
than intradomain collaboration since it is not a trivial task to identify the related work between
different domains. For example, research on string similarity and substring analysis from com-
puter science can be applied to DNA sequencing; but how can we find such a relationship? Some
approaches draw on studies in the literature [126] to find possible collaborations.

We suggest using a semantic mediator to identify conceptual relationships and find possible
new forms of collaborations. Wikipedia is one example of a possible semantic mediator. A system
can be devised where people input their problem description and related techniques and research
could be suggested.
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8.10 Implementation and Information Exchange

Few studies [50, 73, 127, 134] have analyzed questions related to implementation or scalability
when introducing their schemes. Automated expertise retrieval can be regarded as a problem in
the domain of BDI (Big Data Integration) [40] since it can handle a lot of data and must integrate
and order this data to extract an item of expertise evidence and representation. Thus, issues such
as how expertise representation should be indexed and its searches facilitated are open to further
suggestions and improvements.

A standard expertise representation, which could be exchanged between systems, is also an-
other interesting area of research. In the context of big data, where expertise evidence is retrieved
by several systems that can exchange this information later, could provide a useful way to scale
systems and compare different approaches to determine which are best for a given domain.
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